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ABST RACT
Background: Compassionate caregiving is a critical skill for workers among the helping
professions, but the degree of empathy required by caregivers can place high demands on their
mental and emotional resources. While many professionals employ successful coping strategies
to mitigate these stressors, others experience compassion fatigue or burnout from emotional
exhaustion. The objective of this research was to evaluate the relationships between caregivers’
demographic/career variables, compassion satisfaction, compassion fatigue, and psychodynamic
defense mechanisms such as suppression, repressive function, regression in the service of the
Ego, and rationalization. Methods: Participants were 250 caregivers with 178 (71,2%) women
and 72 men (28,8%) between 18 and 80 years old (Mean age = 41,37; SD = 13,78). Standardized
instruments were used to assess compassion in its different meanings (Professional Quality of
Life Measure, ProQOL-5) and deployment of defense mechanisms such as suppression
(Suppression Mental Questionnaire, SMQ). Correlational analyses were performed. Results:
Greater compassion satisfaction was positively associated with more years of study and inversely
associated with increasing age and working days per week. Burnout was positively correlated
with greater age, more working hours per week, and more working days per week. Higher
secondary traumatic stress was associated with increasing age, higher working hours, and more
working days per week, while it was inversely associated with more years of study. Regarding
the psychological defense mechanisms, more years of study was inversely associated with lower
deployment of the repressive function, regression in the service of the Ego, and rationalization.
Advancing age was negatively correlated with repression and regression in the service of the
Ego, while it was positively correlated with rationalization. A higher number of working days
per week was associated with greater utilization of all defense mechanisms, and higher working
hours per week was correlated with higher SMQ total scores and greater use of the repressive
function. Greater deployment of nearly all defense mechanisms was associated with greater
secondary traumatic stress, while compassion satisfaction was associated with less utilization of
repression, rationalization, and lower total SMQ scores. Conclusions: Excessive reliance on
psychodynamic defense mechanisms can increase caregivers’ risk for burnout or secondary
traumatic stress. Compassion satisfaction might serve as one coping strategy to mitigate
emotional exhaustion among professionals.

Introduction
Although the role of the caregiver has always been
important to society, its impact is more important than ever
[1]. The figure of the compassionate caregiver can be
considered ambivalent since those who are called to
perform this function can experience positive feelings
related to job satisfaction (compassion satisfaction) and
negative emotions related to fatigue (compassion fatigue)
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[2,3]. While compassion satisfaction plays an important
role in protecting the caregiver from psychological distress
[4], several studies have shown that the caregiver may risk
the development of maladaptive behavior [5-7].
The
construct
used
to
measure
the
psychological/emotional burden that arises from
caregiving, compassion fatigue, incorporates two
subcategories of compassion-related problems – burnout
and secondary trauma [8, 9]. Regarding burnout, the
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phenomena are mainly related to anger, frustration, and
exhaustion. Secondary trauma, in contrast, refers to the
potential danger assumed by indirect exposure to a
traumatic event.
In terms of “cost of caring”, nowadays there is
controversy regarding the role of compassion as the
determinant for the caregiver's fatigue [10]. That is,
conceptualizing compassion as a finite resource that is
gradually exhausted by the rigors of the caregiving
profession may not accurately or fully reflect caregivers’
experiences on the job. For example, the research literature
suggests that, rather than the use of empathy at the
workplace, factors such as inadequate positive feedback,
lack of resources, and the response to personal distress may
be associated with an elevated risk of developing
compassion fatigue [11].
Compared to burnout alone, the risks associated with
compassion fatigue can have long-term repercussions [12].
If compassion fatigue can be contextualized as the sum of
both burnout and secondary trauma, then it is necessary to
clarify the latter aspect since its repercussions may extend
beyond the caregiving environment, adversely affecting
the caregiver even after leaving the profession or
completing a particularly difficult case. The caregiver who
is indirectly exposed to a traumatic event of patients or
clients may show perceptual and representative contents
[13] of a traumatic nature which are difficult to manage and
ultimately interfere with the quality of life [14].
In our experience, and consistent with the current
literature, the role of clinical psychology in medical
contexts [15,16] can highlight several phenomena referred
both to patients [17-19] and clinicians [20-24].
The disturbing psychic contents can invalidate the
adaptation of the caregiver to the point of fixing
suppression as a dominant defense mechanism. It is known
that patterns of defense mechanisms may become
dominant in relation to chronic and general medical
conditions [25-28].
We have previously defined suppression as the only
defense mechanism whose objective consists of
suppressing consciously unpleasant emotional contents
[29-32]. Concerning this, it has been noted that the three
dimensions of suppression that emerged as statistically
significant are: repressive function, regression in the
service of the Ego, and rationalization. The implementation
of suppressive mechanisms, when utilized excessively,
risks compromising the health of the caregiver and,
consequently, the actual possibilities of treatment that the
latter can provide to others [33, 34].
A previous study [35] has shown that the caregiver's
risk of reaching the threshold of psychopathology exists
despite the sublimation attempts made.
Considering these findings, it appears that suppressionrelated defense mechanisms, while they have clinical
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utility in the short-term, may have deleterious effects over
a long period if caregivers consistently fail to address their
own emotional or psychological work-related burdens.
Thus, caregivers who more frequently examine and
acknowledge negative emotions and other stressors
associated with their careers may be better able to care for
the patients/clients whom they serve and experience
greater job satisfaction (i.e., compassion satisfaction).
This study aimed at highlighting further data useful for
the caregiver’s health.
In this work we assumed that: (1) the personal
characteristics of the caregiver have an influence on how
they benefit from the work activities as well for the
possibility of experiencing dissatisfaction
and
psychopathology; (2) there are relationships between the
personal variables of the caregiver and suppressive
tendencies; (3) there are relationships between suppressive
tendencies of caregivers and compassion (satisfaction,
burnout and fatigue).

Materials and Methods
Procedure and participants
The sample consisted of 250 subjects, 178 women
(71,2%) and 72 men (28,8%). The age of participants
ranged from 18 to 80 years old (Mean age = 41,37; SD =
13,78). Participants were selected on the basis of their work
activities.
Respondents completed paper-and-pencil
questionnaires comprising the demographic variables and
empirically derived instruments, and each participant was
informed about the anonymous nature of the methods of
data processing.
Statistical analysis
Numerical data were expressed as mean and standard
deviation and the categorical variables as number and
percentage. Spearman correlations were computed among
the demographic variables and empirically validated
inventories to determine potential associations between
these factors. Statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS 26 for Windows package. A p-value smaller than
0.050 was considered to be statistically significant.
Observation instruments
Participants were asked to indicate some personal
indices, useful for recording variables such as gender, age,
years of study, working days per week, working hours per
week, and years of work.
The Suppression Mental Questionnaire (SMQ) [34,35]
is a self-report instrument containing 18 items that assess
the use of suppression. The 18 items quantify three
categories of suppression including: Repressive function,
Regression in the service of the Ego, and Rationalization.
Factor analysis has provided support for these three
constructs, including the repressive tendency to banish
disturbing thoughts, regression to images closer to
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creativity to adapt to contents difficult to manage, and
rationalization to order objects, representations, and
possible actions in a logical way. Our preliminary study
[34] demonstrated good sampling adequacy (K.M.O.=
0,648) for this inventory and produced the following alpha
coefficients: repressive function = 0.742; Regression in the
service of the Ego = 0.804; Rationalization = 0.698. The
factor analysis also reduced the number of items, structured
on the basis of 5-point ordinal Likert scales, from 30 to 18.
The weights of the items referred to the three factors
provided for the following assignment: Factor 1, items 3,
4, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18; Factor 2, items 5, 6, 9, 11,
12; Factor 3, items 1, 2, 7, 13. A subsequent research paper
[35], introduced an app-based version of the instrument
and provided comparisons between paper-and-pencil and
app-based administration: the Cronbach’s alpha
coefficients were 0.74 - 0.73 for the first factor, 0.80 - 0.77
for the second, and 0.70 - 0.76 for the third.

Results
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the sample
Mean

Standard
deviation

Age

41,37

13,78

Years of study

14,50

3,28

to the clinical contact and assistance with patients. In
particular, based on the above-mentioned construct of
compassion, it provides for positive aspects coming from
patients care, known as Compassion Satisfaction and two
pathological outcomes – Burnout and Secondary
Traumatic Stress – which fall under the designation
“Compassion Fatigue.” The instrument is based on 30
items, assigned to the three factors and based on a 5-point
ordinal Likert scale. The authors provided for reliability
indexes as follows: Compassion Satisfaction, alpha scale
reliability = 0.88; Burnout, alpha scale reliability = 0.75;
Secondary traumatic stress, alpha scale reliability = 0.81.
Table 2. Correlation coefficients among caregivers’
personal data and ProQOL-5 scales
Compassion
satisfaction

Burnout

Secondary
traumatic
stress

Age

-,251**

,265**

,192**

Years of
study

,189**

-,092

-,191**

Working
days per
week

-,373**

,381**

,378**

Working days per week

5,58

1,13

Working
hours per
week

Working hours per week

38,92

24,53

Years of
work

Years of work

10,34

10,16

Compassion satisfaction

37,02

7,81

Burnout

24,33

6,96

Secondary traumatic
stress

24,13

8,26

Repressive function

28,41

5,87

Regression in the service
of the Ego

14,02

2,85

Rationalization

11,03

3,28

Suppression Mental
Questionnaire total score

49,50

7,98

The Professional Quality of Life Scale (ProQOL-5).
The ProQOL-5 [36] in its Italian adaptation [37] is an
instrument aimed at studying the different possibilities due

-,041

,161*

,153*

-,084

,116

,088

Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis analyzed the relations among
personal caregivers’ demographic variables – such as age,
years of study, working days and hours per week and years
of work – with measures of compassion-related outcomes
per the ProQOL-5 inventory. Regarding this hypothesis,
several significant correlations emerged. Age was
significantly and negatively related to compassion
satisfaction, suggesting that with advancing age it results
more and more difficult to benefit from caring activities,
and positively related to the likelihood of experiencing
pathological outcomes such as burnout and secondary
traumatic stress. The development of burnout, as
articulated by [38], requires a long maturation process so
that clinicians experience gradual exhaustion through
continual exposure to patients.
With regard to education, significant correlations
emerged among years of study, compassion satisfaction,
and secondary traumatic stress. Specifically, greater
compassion satisfaction was associated with more years of
education. Secondary traumatic stress, in contrast, was
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associated with fewer years of study, suggesting that longer
or more intensive training could provide caregivers with a
larger repertoire of coping mechanisms for job-related
stressors.
Other significant relations emerged among working
days per week and all compassion scales. A greater number
of working days per week was associated with lower levels
of compassion satisfaction, while more working days per

week highlighted higher levels of burnout and secondary
traumatic stress. A higher number of working hours per
week was similarly associated with greater burnout and
secondary traumatic stress, but no significant correlation
emerged between working hours and compassion
satisfaction. Interestingly, there were no significant
associations between years of caring service and any of the
ProQOL-5 outcomes.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients among caregivers’ personal information and SMQ scales
Repressive
function

Regression in the
service of the Ego

Rationalization

Suppression Mental
Questionnaire Total
Score

-,084

-,005

,244**

-,036

-,215**

-,059

-,145*

-,121

Working days per week

,133*

,130*

,378**

,115

Working hours per week

,150*

,093

,111

,136*

Years

-,117

,004

,120

-,061

Age
Years of study

Hypothesis 2
Regarding the second hypothesis, analysis focused on
relationships between the personal characteristics of
caregivers and Suppression Mental Questionnaire (SMQ)
outcomes. In detail, the SMQ variables included the three
suppression-related defense mechanisms and the total
suppression score. Regarding the repressive function, there
was an inverse correlation between years of study and
repression, suggesting less reliance upon repression in
caregivers with more intensive training. As the number of
working days per week and the amount of working hours
per week increased, however, there was a higher
deployment of the repressive function. Taken together,
these data illustrate the close link between the need to
dedicate time to work and the loss in terms of free time. In
our research, caregivers expressed this fact in order to state
their necessity to utilize coping strategies to manage their
sacrifice.
The second domain was that between regression in the
service of the Ego and caregivers’ demographic/career
variables. Regression in service of the Ego was positively

correlated with more working days per week, underling the
appeal to fantasy related to the caregiver's commitment.
For the final domain, rationalization, three significant
associations were apparent concerning caregivers'
characteristics.
Both increasing age and a higher number of working
days per week were associated with greater deployment of
rationalization. In the first case, increasing age correlated
with higher levels of rationalization. The second positive
relation suggested the need to rationalize contents and
representations due to a high number of working days per
week. Finally, more years of training was inversely
associated with deployment of rationalization, suggesting
that caregivers who receive more formal training might
rely on other coping strategies to mitigate job-related
stressors.
Regarding overall suppression, a higher SMQ total
score was positively associated with a greater number of
working hours per week, demonstrating the need to
mentally disengage from emotionally exhausting, caring
activities within the day.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients among SMQ and ProQOL-5 Scales
Repressive
function
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Regression in the
Service of the
Ego

Rationalization

Suppression Mental
Questionnaire total
score

Compassion Satisfaction

-,200**

,192**

-,412**

-,148*

Burnout

,186**

,119

,679**

,124

Secondary traumatic stress

,212**

,651**

,816**

,083

Compassion and suppression in caregivers: twin masks of tragedy and joy of caring

Hypothesis 3
The third hypothesis examined the relations among
compassion and suppression variables of the caregivers
involved in our research. Importantly, compassion
satisfaction was significantly correlated with all SMQ
outcomes. Higher compassion satisfaction was positively
associated with regression in the service of the Ego. It is
possible to assume that fantasy had an adaptive role
corresponding to a higher possibility to benefit from work
activities. The three negative relations were those among
compassion satisfaction and repressive function,
rationalization, suppression total score. We know from
clinical experience where the concept of suppression
emerged, that it is the only conscious defense mechanism.
Suppression emerges as a protective mechanism when one
is confronted by maladaptive situations, emotions, images,
and representations. In our case, these defense mechanisms
often indicate underlying dissatisfaction, so the emergence
of negative correlations with compassion satisfaction can
be considered in line with the adaptive significance of
satisfaction.
The second domain examined the relationships
between burnout and the suppression variables. Two
positive and significant correlations were showed in the
analysis, as both repressive function and rationalization
moved in the same direction as burnout. Managing
emotions, representations and in general contents related to
clinical contact with patients through these two defense
figures, appeared as the precondition on which the
maturation of exhaustion was based.
In the third domain, secondary traumatic stress was
positively correlated with all suppression subcategories,
although there was no association between secondary
traumatic stress and overall SMQ scores. Taken together,
these data suggest that greater reliance upon suppressionrelated defense mechanisms can place caregivers at higher
risk of experiencing compassion fatigue as burnout or
secondary traumatic stress.

Discussions
The results of the study support the idea that the highstress demands of the caregiving profession, particularly
the high number of working hours and working days per
week, place caregivers at risk of developing adverse
psychological outcomes. We observed that older
caregivers are more likely to experience compassion
fatigue, which suggests that as age progresses, this
profession may have contributed to the onset of negative
emotions and feelings such as anger and frustration, in
addition to accumulated physical exertion high enough to
generate exhaustion [39]. These data further suggest that
older caregivers have been exposed to more traumatic
events for a longer duration than their younger

counterparts, and thus they exhibit more maladaptive
psychic representations.
Compassion satisfaction characterizes caregivers with
more years of study, but caregivers with more years of
study are also more likely to develop secondary trauma.
This intertwining is noteworthy because it can indicate
heterogeneous factors. For example, the pleasure of
helping others through the implementation of skills
acquired during one's training plays an important role,
because the ability to contribute to the work context or even
to the greater good of society through one's work helps to
increase self-esteem and receive personal satisfaction [4042]. However, an excessive involvement in professional
dynamics could lead the caregiver to neglect mental and
emotional exhaustion from excess effort, and defense
mechanisms such as repression and rationalization could
similarly favor such neglect.
Other findings highlight that the increase in working
hours and days corresponds to lower levels of compassion
satisfaction, and a greater number of working days leads to
higher levels of burnout and secondary trauma, suggesting
that those who have less free time are more likely to
experience compassion fatigue [43,44].
Results also showed lower repression function in
subjects with a higher level of formative years. This finding
may indicate that caregivers with more years of preparation
have acquired greater awareness of their feelings and
confidence in their skills, and this may contribute to the
lower use of repressive function compared to caregivers
with fewer years of training. Another relevant finding is the
link between regression in the service of the Ego and the
weekly working days. These findings suggest that
caregivers who work the most hours/days are also the ones
who most need to resort to strategies that encourage
creativity [45, 46].
We also found that the increase of years and a higher
number of working days per week corresponds to higher
levels of rationalization. This correlation suggests that as
we age and work many days a week it may become
increasingly difficult to take care of others, and sometimes
the support provided by logical and rational explanations
could suppress negative emotions or attitudes that emerge
during professional activity. With reference to the number
of hours of daily work, the results indicated a greater
predisposition to suppression, suggesting that the
caregivers most involved in day-to-day assistance
activities tend to rely upon suppression to manage the
psychological burden or responsibility of professional
caregiving. In addition, caregiver experiences of
compassion satisfaction is positively correlated with
regression in the service of the Ego, suggesting that in the
helping professions, it may be useful to incorporate
creative strategies that often take over when resorting to
this defense mechanism [47-49].
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Overall, our study provides evidence regarding the
adverse psychological outcomes that can occur in
conjunction with excessive use of suppression-related
defense mechanisms. Greater deployment of both
repression and rationalization were associated with higher
risk of burnout, and all three suppression-related
subcategories were associated with a higher risk of
secondary traumatic stress. Not surprisingly, these
psychodynamic defense mechanisms tend to be carried out
during particularly stressful situations, such as emotionally
demanding, compassionate caregiving. While they may be
advantageous for the caregiver in the short-term, chronic
use of suppression-related defense mechanisms –
particularly when the underlying painful emotions or stress
remain unaddressed – may increase caregivers’ risk of
developing compassion fatigue and associated
psychopathology [50, 51].

Conclusions
Our results suggest that defense mechanisms can
interfere on the health of the caregiver both from a
quantitative and qualitative point of view. With respect to
the quantitative analysis, it has been noted that certain
defense mechanisms, if used in a balanced way with others,
can contribute to the adaptation of the caregiver; but it has
also been observed that a repeated and excessive use of
mechanisms such as suppression or rationalization may
increase a caregiver’s risk of developing compassion
fatigue. Being the defense mechanisms functions of the
Ego, it should be noted that the excessive use of a
mechanism also interferes qualitatively on the health of the
caregiver since, being in the condition of developing
compassion fatigue and therefore psychopathology, the
caregiver could show a stiffening capable of compromising
his quality of life.
Current research has not yet determined the duration for
which suppression-related mechanisms can prevent
unpleasant emotions from resurfacing to conscious
thought; moreover, it is unclear whether these emotions
will reemerge with equivalent – or perhaps even greater –
intensity, and so healthcare providers should strive to take
caution when relying upon these defense mechanisms to
mitigate job-related stressors.
Finally, it should be noted that suppression often refers
to the inhibition that occurs as a result of the conflict
between opposing instincts and desires. This conflict can
give rise to conversion mechanisms that are observed
through somatic and psychic symptoms. For example,
conversion occurs through an excess or a lack of emotions
[13], but it can also happen that an excessive attempt to
suppress one's desires interferes with the learning process
[44], or that the excessive attempt to suppress one's
impulse according to the desire of the other contributes to
generating a complex of psychic images [45-47, 51].
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The results from this study not only indicate that the
kinds of coping strategies employed by caregiving
professionals have the potential to influence their
psychological well-being, but also suggest that future
research can help to contextualize the coping strategies that
are most advantageous for caregivers, whether over the
long-term or in the most high-demand work environments.
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